Problem
MSSM parameter scans in the M A -tan β plane for e + e − → νν H, self-energy and vertex diagrams only PSfrag replacements
Which Screws can we Tighten?
• Phase-space integration (reduce the 100,000) New CUBA library offers new or improved versions of four general-purpose multidimensional integration methods.
The flexibility of a general-purpose algorithm (compared e.g. to a multi-channel Monte Carlo) is particularly appreciated in the setting of automatically generated modules of code which the user may plug into different applications.
• Parallelization (distribute the N) Loop unnesting via a serial number makes parallelization possible even with a shell script.
Routines in the CUBA Library Vegas Cheat Sheet
• Monte Carlo algorithm.
• Variance reduction: importance sampling.
• Algorithm:
Iteratively build up a piecewise constant weight function, represented on a rectangular grid.
Each iteration consists of a sampling step followed by a refinement of the grid.
• New: Uses Sobol quasi-random numbers for sampling.
T. Hahn, New Developments for Automatic Loop Calculations -p.5
Suave Cheat Sheet
• Variance reduction: Vegas-style importance sampling combined with globally adaptive subdivision.
Until the requested accuracy is reached, bisect the region with the largest error along the axis in which the fluctuations of the integrand are reduced most.
Prorate the number of new samples in each half for its fluctuation.
• New: Hybrid Vegas/Miser algorithm.
T. Hahn, New Developments for Automatic Loop Calculations -p.6
Divonne Cheat Sheet
• Monte Carlo algorithm (+ cubature rules for comparison).
• Variance reduction: Stratified sampling.
PHASE 1: Partition the integration region such that all subregions have an approximately equal value of
Minimum and maximum are sought using methods from numerical optimization.
PHASE 2: Sample the subregions independently. • New: Phase 3, Allows the user to point out extrema.
T. Hahn, New Developments for Automatic Loop Calculations -p.7
Cuhre Cheat Sheet
• Deterministic algorithm (uses cubature rules of polynomial degree).
• Variance reduction: Globally adaptive subdivision.
Until the requested accuracy is reached, bisect the region with the largest error along the axis with the largest fourth difference.
• New: Consistent interface only, same as DCUHRE. 
Test Run

Shell-script Parallelization
Distribution of loop iterations is now trivial:
• Send serial numbers 1 . . . n on machine 1,
• Send serial numbers (n+1) . . . 2 n on machine 2, etc. With a little interfacing to the OS,
• redirect each iteration's output to a separate file,
• enter range of serial numbers on command line,
• exit value = actual number of iterations performed, parallelization can be controlled from a simple shell script (and of course with any batch system).
